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Abstract—Computation of document image quality metrics
often depends upon the availability of a ground truth image
corresponding to the document. This limits the applicability
of quality metrics in applications such as hyperparameter
optimization of image processing algorithms that operate
on-the-fly on unseen documents. This work proposes the
use of surrogate models to learn the behavior of a given
document quality metric on existing datasets where ground
truth images are available. The trained surrogate model can
later be used to predict the metric value on previously unseen
document images without requiring access to ground truth
images. The surrogate model is empirically evaluated on the
Document Image Binarization Competition (DIBCO) and the
Handwritten Document Image Binarization Competition (H-
DIBCO) datasets.
Keywords-surrogate models; document image quality met-
rics; hyperparameter optimization
I. INTRODUCTION
Document image quality metrics are objective measures
that enable assessment and quantification of characteris-
tics of a given document image. Such metrics are cru-
cial for enabling automatic document processing appli-
cations, such as fully-automatic document image bina-
rization. Specifically, document image processing algo-
rithms involve hyperparameters that must be optimized to
achieve the best possible resulting image. Hyperparameter
optimization techniques such as Bayesian optimization
[1] require formulation of an objective function to be
maximized. Document image quality metrics are natural
candidates as objective functions.
In general, document image quality is calculated by
comparing the image in question to the noise-free replica
of the document image, known as the ground truth ref-
erence image. There exist several popular image quality
metrics in literature [2]. A vast majority of the meth-
ods considered Optical Character Recognition (OCR) re-
sults as document quality metrics [3], [4], [5]. Simple
techniques to measure the image quality, such as Mean
Squared Error (MSE) do not suffice due to the complex
and degraded nature of images. There is a need for more
sophisticated methods to assess image quality. Popular
document quality evaluation measures [6], [7] include
the F-Measure, the Peak-Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR),
the Distance Reciprocal Distortion metric (DRD) [8], and
the Negative Rate Metric (NRM). Computation of such
metrics requires a corresponding distortion-free ground
truth reference image for any given document image.
In addition to ground truth images, human opinion
scores have been used as ground truth in [8], [9], [10], [11]
to automatically compute the document image quality met-
rics. A full reference document image quality assessment
technique based on texture similarity index was introduced
in [12] with promising results for OCR text images. There
have been recent efforts to formulate image quality metrics
that are not dependent on availability of ground truths. Xu
et al. [13] presented a no-reference image quality metric
for document image quality assessment.
However, no-reference image quality metrics, such as
[13], are typically designed for document images with
OCR text, and focus on specific aspects of degradations
that are mostly character level distortion (e.g., noise
around a character, partial or overlapping characters), and
are not suitable to quantify high levels of degradations in
historical handwritten texts. Machine-printed documents
have simple layouts and fonts, unlike handwritten docu-
ments that have complex layouts and variability in writing
style. Handwritten documents suffer from degradations
such as paper stains, ink bleed-through, missing or faded
data, poor contrast, warping effects, etc. that hamper
document readability and pose challenges for document
image processing algorithms [14].
Such variability and severity of degradations is better
captured using ground truth based document image quality
metrics such as F-Measure, PSNR and DRD. Ground
truth images offer a reference point, relative to which
candidate images can be ranked. This immensely helps
image processing algorithms in automatically evaluating
the quality of processed images.
However, the reliance on the availability of ground
truth images is also severely limiting. In fact, the target
domain of automated document image processing consists
of ground truth generation as one of the applications.
Therefore, it is impractical to have access to ground truths
corresponding to previously unseen document images to
be processed on-the-fly. It is possible however, to have
access to a training set of document images and corre-
sponding ground truth images.
This work explores a novel methodology wherein doc-
ument quality metric scores computed using ground truth
images as reference are used to train a model that learns
the relationship between the difference in image quality
represented by two images, and the corresponding metric
score. Given two document images - an initial image and
a processed image for which the quality metric is to be
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computed, the trained model can be used as a surrogate
that predicts the value of the metric. Training the surrogate
model is a one-time investment, and requires access to
input images with corresponding ground truth images. Post
training, evaluation of the surrogate model is near-instant
and does not require access to ground truth image for any
given test image.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II describes
the concrete problem statement. Section III discusses
various document quality metrics available in literature.
Section IV explains the proposed surrogate modeling
approach in detail. Section V demonstrated the efficacy
of the proposed approach on the DIBCO and H-DIBCO
datasets. Section VI discusses an alternative deep learning
formulation for surrogate model training. Section VII
concludes the paper.
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT
The performance of document image processing tasks
such as document binarization, filtering, enhancement, text
or line segmentation, and high level applications such
as word spotting in a document, significantly depends
on the associated hyperparameter values. In general, an
automated document image processing algorithm involves
automatic selection of control parameters on-the-fly. This
work uses document binarization as a running example
throughout the text.
Although there exist several automated document image
processing methods in literature [15], [16], a ground
truth reference image is required to tune the associated
hyperparameters. For example, an automatic document
image binarization method is proposed in [15], where
Bayesian optimization is used to infer the hyperparameters
on-the-fly. The value of hyperparameters is chosen such
that the quality metrics corresponding to the binarized
image, (such as F-Measure, PSNR etc.) are maximized, or
error is minimized. However, the optimization of quality
metrics such as the F-Measure, PSNR, DRD and NRM is
dependent upon the availability of a ground truth reference
image. This limits the applicability of such methods in real
world document image processing applications.
This work explores the use of surrogate models to
approximate any given document image quality metric. Let
X = {xi}ni=1 be a set of document images comprising of
n images. Let G = {gi}ni=1 be the corresponding n ground
truth images. Let P = {pi}ni=1 be the set of processed
images corresponding to X , obtained after processing
using algorithm A, for example, a binarization algorithm.
It is possible to compute and assign various quality metrics
to pi using gi as a reference. Let Y = {yi}ni=1 be a
vector of values computed for any such quality metric q
corresponding to P .
Let x′ be a previously unseen test document image,
with p′ being the processed image obtained using a given
algorithm A. The goal is to learn a surrogate model that
can predict the value y′ of the metric q for a given
pair (x′,p′). Such a model will enable instant on-the-
fly performance feedback for the algorithm A without the
availability of corresponding g. The model yˆ is in effect,
a surrogate of the quality metric q. The following section
explores popular document image quality metrics.
III. QUALITY METRICS
The most popularly used document image quality met-
rics include F-Measure, PSNR, DRD and NRM. These
evaluation measures compute the image quality by com-
paring the document image with the corresponding ground
truth reference image [6], [7].
A. F-Measure
F-Measure captures accuracy, defined as the weighted
harmonic mean of Precision and Recall,
F −Measure = 2×Recall × Precision
Recall + Precision
, (1)
where Recall = TPTP+FN and Precision =
TP
TP+FP . TP,
FN and FP denote True Positives, False Negatives and
False Positives, respectively.
B. Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR)
PSNR is a popularly used metric to measure how close
an image is to another image. The higher the value of
PSNR, the higher the similarity between two images.
PSNR is defined via the mean squared error (MSE). Given
a noise-free M×N image I and its noisy approximation
K, MSE is defined as,
MSE =
∑M
i=1
∑N
i=1(I(i, j)− I ′(i, j))2
MN
, (2)
and PSNR is defined as,
PSNR = 10log
( C2
MSE
)
, (3)
where C is the difference between foreground and back-
ground image.
C. Distance Reciprocal Distortion metric (DRD)
DRD is used to measure the visual distortion for all the
S flipped pixels in binary document images [8], and is
defined as,
DRD =
S∑
k=1
DRDk
NUBN
, (4)
where DRDk is the distortion of the k-th flipped pixel,
calculated using a 5× 5 normalized weight matrix WNm
as,
DRDk =
2∑
i=−2
2∑
j=−2
|GTk(i, j)−Bk(x, y)| ×WNm(i, j).
(5)
DRDk denotes the weighted sum of the pixels in the
5×5 block of the ground truth that differ from the centered
k-th flipped pixel at (x, y) in the binarized image. NUBN
is the number of non-uniform (not all black/white pixels)
8× 8 blocks in the ground truth image.
(a) Surrogate model training framework.
(b) Prediction using the trained surrogate model on previously unseen data without access
to ground truth images.
Figure 1: Surrogate modeling framework for learning document image quality metrics.
D. Negative Rate Metric (NRM)
NRM measures the pixel-wise mismatch rate between
the ground truth image and the resultant binarized image.
NRM is defined as,
NRM =
NRFN +NRFP
2
, (6)
where NRFN = NFNNFN+NTP , NRFP =
NFP
NFP+NTN
.
NRFN denotes the false negative rate, NRFP denotes
the false positive rate, NTP is the number of true posi-
tives, NFP is the number of false positives, NTN is the
number of true negatives and NFN is the number of false
negatives. The lower the value of NRM, the better is the
binarized image quality.
IV. SURROGATE MODELS FOR LEARNING DOCUMENT
QUALITY METRICS
Surrogate modeling [17] has emerged as a popular
methodology to obtain a fast-to-evaluate approximation
of a computationally expensive or data-scarce function.
Since the surrogate model allows fast evaluation, it can be
used in applications such as optimization, parameter space
exploration and sensitivity analysis where a large number
of repeated calls to the target function are required.
For example, complex simulation codes are often used
during the design process of electronic devices such as
antennae, microwave filters, etc. In order to study and
test the effect of varying design parameters, repeated
calls to simulation codes are made. Each of these calls
may take several minutes to evaluate, and this hampers
the design space exploration process. Globally accurate
surrogate models offer near-instant evaluation and can be
used in place of such simulation codes. Obtaining such
a surrogate involves preparing training data by evaluating
the simulation code on a carefully selected set of param-
eter combinations or points, which is chosen according to
a statistical design or a sampling algorithm [17].
Automated document image processing algorithms that
make use of ground truth-based image quality metrics are
an excellent use-case for surrogate models. Since ground
truth images are scarce, therefore it makes sense to train an
accurate surrogate model of a specified image metric using
the limited quantity of available ground truth images. The
surrogate model can then be used to estimate the value of
image quality metric on-the-fly for any input test image,
and corresponding processed image.
A. Surrogate Model Types
Numerous surrogate model types exist in literature with
Artificial Neural Networks (ANN), Gaussian Processes
(GP) and Support Vector Machines (SVM) being popular
[18]. ANNs [19] have shown excellent results in recent
years, especially in applications involving visual data, and
problems involving large training sets. GPs [20] are very
popular in design optimization applications and global
surrogate modeling owing to their capability of providing
the variance of prediction, in addition to the prediction
itself. This aids adaptive sampling algorithms in quickly
searching for optima within a mathematically principled
framework. SVR models [21] formulate the learning prob-
lem into an optimization problem that can be solved in
a straightforward manner. SVR models have proven to
be robust and stable in a variety of problems, and can
deal with both small and large datasets. Consequently,
SVR models are a reliable choice for general use in
global modeling problems. This work uses ANN, GP and
SVM regression models as surrogates for the purpose of
experiments. However, the framework and methodology
proposed herein is independent of any particular model
type. A detailed discussion on the model types is out of
scope in this work, and the reader is referred to [22], [23]
for SVR (support vector regression), [20] for GPs and [19]
for ANNs.
B. Model Training
Let each document image xi and processed image pi
be represented as a k1 × k2 matrix. The surrogate model
learns the mapping inputs → target. The target is the
value of the document image quality metric. The metric
may also be user-defined scores. Intuitively, the inputs
must represent the quantity of change or transformation
the image processing algorithm A has brought about in
the original image xi ∈ X to obtain pi ∈ P . The
surrogate must be able to learn the value of a given image
quality metric associated with the difference and nature
of transformation from xi to pi. This transformation can
also be represented as a vector of metrics that represent
the differences between xi and pi. Possible candidates to
measure such transformation include the metrics explained
in Section III, e.g., F-Measure, PSNR, DRD, etc.
Let M = {qj}Tj=1 be T metrics. For any given docu-
ment image xi and corresponding processed image pi, the
1× T vector Ii represents the values of T metrics as,
Ii = [q1(xi,pi), q2(xi,pi), · · · , qT (xi,pi)]. (7)
The complete n×T matrix I represents the input variables
to be learned by the surrogate model. The use of quality
metrics as input variables immensely simplifies the learn-
ing problem as compared to the case of using raw images
as input. The target vector Y simply represents the values
of a specific document image quality metric q computed
as,
Yi = q(pi,gi). (8)
Table I: Error estimates for the surrogate models.
Model Type RRSE MAE RMSE
ANN 0.8781 2.9980 4.1733
SVR 0.8053 2.7107 3.8272
GP 1.0633 3.3506 25.5363
Ensemble 0.8979 2.9477 5.0533
Table II: Model training and prediction times for a test
dataset of 23 document images distinct from the training
set.
Model Type Training Time (s) Prediction time (s)
ANN 0.3960 0.0717
SVR 37.2203 0.0039
GP 0.1035 0.0075
The training set for the surrogate model is then T =
(I, Y ). The framework of the proposed approach is picto-
rially described in Fig. 1.
V. EXPERIMENTS
A. Dataset
The proposed surrogate-based approach is empirically
evaluated on the images from seven well-known compe-
tition datasets: DIBCO 2009 [6], H-DIBCO 2010 [24],
DIBCO 2011 [25], H-DIBCO 2012 [26], DIBCO 2013
[27], H-DIBCO 2014 [28] and H-DIBCO 2016 [7]. These
datasets contain machine-printed and handwritten histor-
ical document images suffering from various kinds of
degradations including stained paper, faded ink or ink
bleed through, wrinkles and unknown graphical symbols.
In total there are 86 document images, out of which
63 randomly chosen images are used for training and
23 images for testing. As an example, the framework
is applied to perform automatic image binarization using
Bayesian optimization as proposed in [15]. The document
image quality metrics used as inputs for the surrogate
models include PSNR, DRD and NRM. The target image
quality metric to be approximated using surrogates is the
F-Measure.
B. Experimental Results
The ε-SVR variant [23] with the Sequential Minimal
Optimization (SMO) [29] solver is used for the fol-
lowing experiments. The hyperparameters of the SVR
model are optimized using Bayesian optimization [1]. The
GP model uses a Gaussian kernel with hyperparameters
being optimized using Maximum-Likelihood Estimation
(MLE) [20]. The variant of ANN used is a feed-forward
back propagation neural network [19] trained using the
Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm [30].
The error metrics used to test the accuracy of the
surrogate models are Root Relative Square Error (RRSE),
Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and Root Mean Square Error
(RMSE) [31].
Table I lists error estimates corresponding to the pro-
posed model training approach described in Section IV-B.
All three error measures indicate that ANN and SVR
outperform GP surrogate for the given dataset. The table
also contains error estimates corresponding to an ensemble
Figure 2: Predicted value of F-Measure by each surrogate
model type for test images. Surrogate models are accurate
in general except for test instances 2, 10, 18 and 22.
model that simply averages the predictions of ANN, SVR
and GP models. It can be observed from Table I that SVR
emerges as the single best performing model type.
Table II reports the time in seconds taken to train the
surrogate models and the total time taken by the models
to predict F-Measure values of 23 unseen test document
images. It can be seen that once the model is trained,
predictions are made almost instantly. This makes the
surrogate model assisted approach ideal for use on-the-
fly in image processing algorithms. The time taken for
preprocessing and model training is a one-time investment.
A relatively high value of training time for SVR is due to
the time taken to optimize hyperparameters using Bayesian
optimization. This was to ensure that the hyperparameters
are as close to optimal, given a relatively small training
set.
Figure 2 depicts the values of F-Measure predicted
by different model types following the proposed model
training approach. It can be seen that there are relatively
large errors made by all model types for test instances
numbers 2, 10 and 18. However, all models have been
able to capture the general trend of the test images, except
for test instances 2 and 22. Even though the error is large
for test instances 10 and 18, the models have been able
to learn the ’downward’ leaning behavior of F-Measure
therein.
Figure 3 shows test instances 2, 10 and 18 on which all
surrogate models struggled. It can be seen that test image
2 has high variation in image contrast and intensity. Test
image 10 is suffering from paper wrinkles and fold marks,
in addition to pen strokes of varying intensities. Test image
18 also contains variation in pen stroke intensities. Test
image 22 (not shown) includes text written with multiple
inks. These characteristics are not well-represented in
the training set, leading to large errors in prediction of
corresponding F-Measure. Having a larger training set
that captures a wide variation of paper degradations,
writing styles, pen stroke intensities, etc. will improve the
Figure 3: Test images having high prediction errors.
performance of surrogate models.
Figure 4 shows a sample test document image binarized
using the method [15]. The hyperparameters of the bina-
rization algorithm are optimized using Bayesian optimiza-
tion [1] as described in [15]. The objective function to be
maximized using Bayesian optimization is the F-Measure
(as predicted by the SVR surrogate model trained above).
The resultant image in Figure 4b is clean and validates the
accurate modeling of F-Measure by the SVR surrogate.
VI. DISCUSSION: RAW IMAGES AS INPUT
The approach discussed herein represents the inputs as
image quality metrics measuring difference between X
and P . This is done to simplify the learning problem to
remain within a handful of input parameters, and allows
highly efficient learning and inference. It is also possible
to consider the input and processed images themselves
as input, without any post-processing to calculate quality
metrics. The surrogate model will then learn the mapping
(xi,pi) → target, where each xi and pi is a k1 × k2
matrix. The representation of inputs I : (xi,pi) as images
is an ideal use-case of deep learning inspired surrogate
models such as convolutional neural networks (CNNs)
[32]. The caveat herein is that the training set must be
sufficiently large to allow meaningful learning to proceed.
VII. CONCLUSION
A novel approach is presented in this paper that uses
surrogate models to learn a given document image quality
metric. The surrogate model is trained on a dataset com-
prising of inputs that quantify differences in image quality
between raw input images and corresponding processed
images obtained using an image processing algorithm. The
target to be approximated by the surrogate model is the
value of a given document image quality metric that is
computed for the training set by comparing the processed
candidate images to corresponding ground truth images.
Post training, the surrogate can be used to quickly predict
the value of the document image quality metric for any
given test pair of raw and processed document images,
without any need for corresponding ground truth images.
(a) Original document image.
(b) Resultant binarized document image.
Figure 4: Automatic document image binarization per-
formed by the algorithm described in [15]. Hyperpa-
rameters of the binarization algorithm are optimized to
maximize the F-Measure approximated using the SVR
surrogate model.
The methodology is tested on well-known publicly avail-
able document image datasets. Experimental evaluation
indicates that the surrogate model is able to accurately
learn the relationship between differing image quality and
corresponding variation in document image quality metric
value. Future work includes obtaining and experimenting
with larger training sets, and exploring regression convo-
lutional neural networks as surrogate models.
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